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country of origin association in retail and wholesale branding - country of origin association in retail
and wholesale branding arooj rashida and liz barnesb anottingham business school, nottingham trent
university, uk; bschool of materials, the university of manchester, manchester, uk abstract the purpose of this
article is to consider country of origin in country of origin - diva portal - the country of origin (coo) concept
has been a highly researched topic in international marketing since its introduction among scholars in the early
1960s (pharr, 2005). coo is explained as a construct that refers to “the country which a consumer associates a
certain product a comparison of price effect and country of origin effect ... - and zaichkowsky, 1999),
country of origin, social influence (phau and teah, 2009; tang et al., 2014) and ethnocentrism (chakraborty et
al., 1996). the fourth grouping comprised mood and situational environment such as authentic experience
(gentry et al., 2001) while the final grouping comprised the consumers’ ethical and the effects of brand
origin country and made-in country on ... - the effects of brand origin country and made-in country 335
and brand origin country are not distinguished (mahaswaran, 1994). this may cause the following two
problems. first, the effect of made-in countries may be exaggerated due to the non-separation of brand origin
country effects from made-in country effects. influence of economic nationalism and consumer ... country of brand is emerging (phau and prendergast, 2000a; 2000b). the literature supports the propositions
that both country of brand origin and country of manufacture are important in imr the impact of country of
origin on context effects in ... - the impact of country of origin on context effects in choice moon-yong kim
and byung il park college of business, hankuk university of foreign studies, seoul, republic of korea ... phau and
chao, 2008). as noted earlier, brand name and coo information are enriched, categorical attributes. brand
name and country-of-origin effects on consumers in m… - brand name and country-of-origin effects on
consumers in malaysia by ... most of the studies on country-origin have been based on consumers of-of
developed countries. for consumers in developed countries, researches showed that ... phau and prendergast
(2000) presented the construct of country-of-origin-of-brand ... the role of consumer knowledge
dimensions on country of ... - purpose: the main purpose of this study is to extend the arguments of phau
and suntornnond’s (2006) paper which has used schaefer’s (1997) paper in investigating the different
dimensions of consumer knowledge and its affect on country of origin (coo) cues for low involvement product
purchases. brand origin and consumers’ pereceptions of apparel ... - framework, (b) brand origin, (c)
the evolution of country of origin into brand origin, (d) country of origin effect as an extrinsic cue to quality,
and (e) three main streams of country of origin and brand effect research. theoretical framework: associative
network theory . the process of brand evaluation typically evokes certain brand-specific the effects of the
country of brand and the country of ... - the effects of the country of brand and the country of
manufacturing of automobiles: an experimental study of u.s. consumers’ brand personality perceptions
purpose: this paper offers a new perspective of country of origin effects on consumers’ brand personality
perceptions of domestic and imported automobiles. it assesses the perceived conceptualizing the country
of origin of brand - dimensionalising country of origin - country of assembly, country of parts, country of
design etc. impact of brand names in a rapidly globalising market. caveats: complexity of multi-country
affiliation, cross national validity, level of involvement in purchase decision, brand familiarity and experience
relevance and significance of the country ... chapter -1 country of origin - shodhganga - chapter -1
country of origin this chapter introduces the country of origin (coo) concept and then provides the various
definitions given by different authors. it is followed by a brief ... country of design, country of parts and country
of assembly. phau and prendergast, 7 (2000) have decomposed it into country of manufacturing and country
of ... country of origin image as a differentiation attribute for ... - country of origin image as a
differentiation attribute for brazilian multinationals in the cosmetic industry ... different localities and effects
related to brands with a different origin from their place of manufacture (phau & chao, 2008; phau &
prendergast, 2000). they also seek to understand the country of origin effect on consumer ... miu miu
diffuses prada: coupling country-of-origin versus ... - miu miu diffuses prada: coupling country-of-origin
versus country-of-manufacture effects with brand authenticity and contagion anshu saxena arora a, jun wu ,
amit arora , sabine bacou€el ... the roles of categorisation theory and confirmation bias ... - recent
findings in the literature have proposed that the concept of brand origin, also known as country of brand (phau
and prendergast, 2000a; 2000b) is perceive to be influencing consumer evaluations and that the brand name
itself, is noted to be an important cue in consumer decision making, in particular buying behaviour (iyer and
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